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1.

(a) Fill in the blanks with the correct word(s).

(b)

2.(a)

unit(s), and etc., as necessary.
(i) Some nuclear reactors contain which slow down the neutron.
(ii) An important extractant for uranyl nitrate is
(iii) Electronic structure of 6eAc is
(iv) For sub-shells that are less than half filled,--.the state having the lowest J
value has _--.
-.
(v) In a correlation diagram, the states
are shown in order of
(vi) For subshells that are riore than half filled, having
.T value has the
lowesl energy. o
-.
Seleot the correct statement(s), word(s), unit(s) and etc., given in the followings.
(i) (Nr, N* N*) is the concentration of uranium input fraction.
(ii) The end product of the actiniurn decay series is 1206pb,,o,pb,rrtpb).
(iii) Energy released per one fission is about (200, 40a,25) Mev.
(iv) 'fhe symbol (3f), 'P, 'D ) corresponds to the state in which L:2 and the
spin multiplicity is 3.
(v) The highest possible value of M1 for low spin / configuration in
octahedral symnretry is (4, 5, 6).
(vi) The huge electromagnetic separators are referred to as (cyclotron, calutron,
centrifuge).
Explain the followings.
9yclotron (ii) nuclear

(i)

(b) A

232Th

reactor

(iii) acrinide

elements

target was irradiated with thermal neutrons for a very long period.
The induced activity immediately at the end of irradiation was found o*i t, b"
5290 Bq. Find the value of thermal neutron cross- section for 232Th (n, y) 238Th
reaction. Given; weight of target :6.99 g , neutron flux: 3.66x l0a n c,.,"' 2s"r
Th:232, Cl:35.5, O: 16, Avogadro's number: 6.An x 1023

3.(a) Write a short account on the radiation hazardof transuranium elements.
(b) Describe the underlying principle in the production of isotopes by
irradiation.

4.(a)
(b)
"ir

neutron

Calculate the emitted particles for the lJranium decay series" Thorium tlecay
series and Actinium decav series.
It was found that 23eNp nuclide emits gamma radiation of 106, 228 and 227 key.
If a scientist works with l0-3 Curie source of this element at a distance of lfood,
find the amount of radiation dose it might receive in one hour.
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